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Comments: Hi I'm trying to write this letter to you in regards to the wild horses that live amongst my community I

would hate to see them moved and not free as they should be and I would hate to have them replaced with other

horses that are not of their same bloodline these horses are part of our history here on the beautiful rim country,I

think what land management is trying to do with moving these horses and making the hard much smaller is going

to be a great disaster these animals were here long before most of us and they need to remain here after most of

us as I am just being near person that lives on the mountain I really think these horses need to stay here and

they just need to be managed a little bit better not with fences or relocating I think we need law enforcement to do

their best And put up game cameras whatever you guys need to do to protect these horses if these horses were

not horses and they were children I could see a much different outcome you would catch the serial killer and you

would prosecute him to the fullest extent of the law and that is what I am proposing that you do here and now

catch this SOB put him out of commission and let these horses roam let them do what nature intended and that is

to be wild horses they are a beautiful sight and I believe that they do something for our ecosystem as well Grant

you have some people up here on the mountain they don't like them because they eat their grass or they knock

over their fence well tough titties they need to get over it or move from a mirror person on the mountain thank you


